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Tube - Ali

Tail - Yellow and Blue Bucktail

Rib - Silver Wire

Rear Body - Flat Holo silver

Front Body - Black Polar dub

Hackle - Yellow Arctic fox

Wing - Yellow Arctic fox

             Light Blue Arctic fox

             Pearl Krystal flash

             Black Silver fox

Head - Black

SHEEPISH DEE

Secure the tube in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to 4mm

from the end. Prepare small bunches of fine Yellow and Light Blue

Bucktail. Roll them together to mix the fibres and even up the tips. Tie in

for the tail with some tight turns of  thread, about the same length as the

tube. Tie in a length of Silver wire and a length of flat Silver Holo tinsel.

Take the thread two thirds of the way up the tube binding everything

down and forming a smooth underbody and trim off the waste ends.

Wind the Holo up to here forming the rear body. Tie in and trim off. Give

the body a coat of Superglue and then varnish for security.  Dub the

thread with Black Polar Dub and wind to the head forming the front

body. Take the wire and rib it up to here. Tie in and trim off. Brush the

dubbing with Velcro to tease it out. Rotate the tube in the vice. Prepare

and tie in a bunch of Yellow ArcticFox for the hackle, mostly underfur

and slightly shorter than the tube. Bind down securely and trim the

waste ends. Turn the tube back upright. Prepare and tie in a bunch of

Yellow ArcticFox for the 1st wing, half the tail length. Now tie in a bunch

of Light Blue Arctic Fox to reach the end of the tail. Tie in 4 strands of

Pearl Krystal Flash, bind in tightly and trim the waste.  Tie in a bunch of

Black Silver Fox for the last wing, this should be longer than the blue

below it. Bind in tightly and trim off the waste. Form a neat head and

whip finish.

Apply a coat of superglue and when dry several coats of varnish to

produce a smooth shiny head.




